TUESDAY, APRIL 23RD

Cubical Complexes and RAAGs Reading Seminar
website: http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/abhijit/raagseminar/
Meets: 1:30PM, Rm. 3209 (Please special time)
Speaker: Ms. Rochy Flint (CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "6.1 & 6.2 Wall Spaces and Dual Cube Complexes"

Differential Geometry Seminar
website: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~dlee2/seminar.html
Double header today
Meets: 1:30PM - 2:45PM, Rm. 4214.03
Speaker I: Renato Bettiol (Notre Dame Univ.)
Title: "On an intermediate condition between Ric>0 and sec>0 on S^2 x S^2"
Speaker II: Xiangwen Zhang (Columbia Univ.)
Meets: 2:45PM, Rm. 3207
Title: "ABP Type Estimate on Riemannian Manifolds and its Applications"

Computational Logic Seminar
website: http://nylogic.org/computational-logic-seminar
Meet: 2:00PM - 4:00PM, Rm. 3309
Speaker: Yoram Moses (Israel Institute of Technology)
Title: "On Time, Communication and Coordination"

Configuration Spaces and En Algebras Seminar
Website: https://sites.google.com/site/jeremykennethmiller/home/configuration-spaces-and-e_n-algebras-seminar
Meets: 3:30PM - 4:30PM, Rm. 4214 (Math lounge)
Speaker: Jeremy Miller (CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Intro to Topology in Chiral Homology"

CUNY Probability Seminar
website: http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/probability/
Meets: 4:00PM - 5:30PM, Rm. 5417 (please note special time)
Speaker: Clement Hongler (Columbia Univ.)
Title: "Ising Model, Discrete Complex Analysis, SLE, CFT, etc."

CUNY Geometry and Topology Seminar
website: http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/behrstock/seminar/
Meets: 4:15PM - 6:15PM, Rm. 3212
Speaker: Mark Feighn (Rutgers Univ.)
Title: "Subsurface projection in the Out (F_n)-Setting"

Study Group in Number Theory
Meets: 5:00PM - 6:50PM, Rm. 4214-03
Speaker: Joseph Lewittes (Lehman College & The CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "About Euclidean Domains, cont’d"

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24TH

Model Peano Arithmetics Seminar
website: http://nylogic.org/MOPA
Meets: 6:30PM - 8:00PM, Rm. 4214.03
Speaker: Erez Shochat (St. Francis College)
Title: "Regular Interstices"

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

THURSDAY, APRIL 25TH

Impromptu Seminar in Arithmetic Geometry
Meets: 11:00AM - 1:00PM, Rm. 4214.03
Speakers & topics will vary each week

Geometric Invariant Theory Study Group
website: http://bvans.net/ws
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:00PM, Rm. 5212
Speaker: Mr. Lloyd West (CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: TBA

New York Number Theory Seminar
Meets: 3:00PM - 4:00PM, Rm. 4419
Speaker: Mel Nathanson (Lehman College & The CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Indecomposable Additive Systems"

Non-Linear Analysis Seminar & Study Group
website: http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/~mlucia/GCactivities.html
Meets: 9:00AM - 4:00PM, Rm. 4102 (Please note special event)
One day Symposium “Topics in Numerical Analysis”

RTG New York Joint Columbia-CUNY-NYU Number Theory Seminar
website: http://wfs.gc.cuny.edu/lszpiro/www/index.html#jointsem
Meets: 4:00PM - 4:45PM, Rm. 412 at Courant Institute
Speaker: Jim Carlson (Univ. of Utah)
Title: "Special Cubic Threefolds, Abelian Varieties and Totally Real Quintic Fields"
Tea: 5:00PM - 5:30PM, Rm. 102
Note: The RTG talk is aimed at graduate students and post-docs; regular faculty are requested not to attend

Computer Science Colloquium
website: http://cslogic.info/colloquium/
Meets: 4:15PM - 5:30PM, Rm. 9204/9205
Speaker: Imed Zitouni (Microsoft Research)
Title: "Information Extraction Crossing Language, Robustness and Domain Barriers"
Followed by a wine and cheese reception in Rm. 4102 (Science Center), or the Math Lounge (Rm. 4214)

**New York Joint Columbia-CUNY-NYU Number Theory Seminar**  
Meets: 5:30PM - 7:00PM, Rm. 102 at Courant Institute  
Speaker: Jim Carlson (Univ. of Utah)  
Title: "Special Cubic Threefolds, Abelian Varieties and Totally Real Quintic Fields"  
Tea: 5:00PM - 5:30PM, Rm. 102

---

**FRIDAY, APRIL 26TH**

**Number Theory Student Seminar**  
Meets: 10:00AM - 11:30AM, Rm. 8404  
Speaker: Ms. Tanja Haxoviq (CUNY Graduate Center)  
Title: "Minkowski's Theorems in the Geometry of Numbers"

**Set Theory Seminar**  
Meets: 10:00AM - 11:45AM, Rm. 5383  
Speaker: Victoria Gitman (New York City College of Technology)  
Title: "Ramsey cardinals, I"

**Kolchin Seminar in Differential Algebra**  
website: [http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~ksda/gradcenter.html](http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~ksda/gradcenter.html)  
Meets: 10:15AM - 11:45AM, Rm. 5382  
Speaker: Philipp Rothmaler (Bronx Community College & The CUNY Graduate Center)  
Title: "What is a Type?"

**New York Applied Algebra Colloquium**  
website: [https://sites.google.com/site/nyalg2/](https://sites.google.com/site/nyalg2/)  
Meets: 10:30AM - 11:30AM, Rm. 3209  
Speaker: Josh Sussan (Medgar Evers College)  
Title: "Braid Group Actions and Heisenberg categorification"

**New York Combinatorics Seminar**  
Meets: 11:30AM - 12:30PM, Rm. 4419  
Speaker: Rishi Nath (York College)  
Title: "Simultaneous Core Partitions"

**Model Theory Seminar**  
website: [http://nylogic.org/model-theory](http://nylogic.org/model-theory)  
Meets: 12:30PM - 1:45PM, Rm. 6417  
Speaker: Alex Rennet (Univ. of Toronto)  
Title "The Non-Axiomatizability of the First-Order Theory of O-Minimality"

**Collaborative Number Theory Seminar**  
website: [http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~msabitova/CNTS.html](http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~msabitova/CNTS.html)  
Meets: 1:30PM - 2:45PM, Rm. 3209 (please note special time)  
Speaker: Amy DeCelles (Univ. of St Thomas)
Title: "Automorphic Spectral Identities from Differential Equations"
This seminar is join with the CUNY Representation Theory Seminar

CUNY Representation Theory Seminar
website: https://sites.google.com/site/cunyrt/
Meets: 1:30PM - 2:45PM, Rm. 3209 (Please note special time)
Speaker: Amy DeCelles (Univ. of St. Thomas)
Title: "Automorphic Spectral Identities from Differential Equations"
This seminar is join with the Collaborative Number Theory Seminar

Mathematical Aspects of Cryptography Student Seminar
website: https://sites.google.com/site/gccryptostudents/
Meets: 1:30PM - 2:30PM, Rm. 8405
Speaker: Mr. Andi Shehu (CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Quantum Key Distribution"

Complex Analysis & Dynamics Seminar
website: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~zakeri/seminar.html
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 5417
Speaker: Sergiy Merenkov (Univ. of Illinois at Chicago)
Title: "Uniqueness Properties of Schottky Maps"

CUNY Logic Workshop
website: http://nylogic.org/workshop
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 6417
Speaker: Philipp Rothmaler (Bronx Community College & The CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Mittag-Leffler Objects in Definable Categories of Modules"

Kolchin Afternoon Seminar in Differential Algebra
website: http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~ksda/gradcenter.html
Meets: 2:00PM - 5:00PM, Rm. 5382
Speaker: TBA
Title: TBA

Algebra & Cryptography Seminar
website: http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~shpil/algcryp.html
Meets: 2:30PM - 3:30PM, Rm. TBA
Speaker: Mr. Bren Cavallo (CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Secret Sharing Using the Shortlex Ordering"

CUNY Statistics Seminar
website: http://math.hunter.cuny.edu/sylvan/Seminar.html
Meets: 3:00PM - 4:00PM, Rm. 3212
Speaker: Saad Mneimneh (Hunter College)
Title: "Do Proteins Speak Binary?"

Commutative Algebra & Algebraic Geometry Seminar
website: http://websupport1.citytech.cuny.edu/faculty/lghezzi/Ghezzi/Seminar.html
Meets: 4:00PM - 5:00PM, Rm. 6417
Speaker: Imad Jaradat (New Mexico State Univ.)
Title: "Proper triangular G_a-actions on C^4"

New York Group Theory Seminar [a.k.a. Magnus Group Theory Seminars]
The Mathematical Physics Seminar meets on Monday, April 29th, from 6:30PM to 8:00PM in Room 4102. The speaker is TBA, and the title is TBA. More information can be found at https://wfs.gc.cuny.edu/AParzygnat/mathphys.html.

The Cubical Complexes and RAAGs Reading Seminar takes place on Tuesday, April 30th, at 1:30PM in Room 3209. The speaker is TBA, and the title is TBA. Details can be found at http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/abhijit/raagseminar/.

The Computational Logic Seminar is held on Tuesday, April 30th, from 2:00PM to 4:00PM in Room 3309. The speaker is Melvin Fitting (Lehman College & The CUNY Graduate Center), and the title is "Realization Implemented." More information is available at http://nylogic.org/computational-logic-seminar.

The Differential Geometry Seminar meets on Tuesday, April 30th, from 2:45PM to 4:00PM in Room 3207. The speaker is Andrew McIntyre (Bennington College), and the title is "Chern-Simon Invariants, Knots and Tau Functions." Details can be found at http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~dlee2/seminar.html.

The Configuration Spaces and En Algebras Seminar occurs on Tuesday, April 30th, from 3:30PM to 4:30PM in Room 4214 (Math lounge). The speaker is Jeremy Miller (CUNY Graduate Center), and the title is TBA. More information is available at https://sites.google.com/site/jeremykennethmiller/home/configuration-spaces-and-e_n-algebras-seminar.

The CUNY Geometry and Topology Seminar takes place on Tuesday, April 30th, from 4:15PM to 6:15PM in Room 3212. The speaker is Ilya Gekhtman (Univ. of Chicago), and the title is "Patterson-Sullivan Theory for Subgroups of Mapping Class Groups and Orbit Counting in Teichmüller Space." Details can be found at http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/behrstock/seminar/.

Additionally, there is a CUNY Probability Seminar.
Study Group in Number Theory
Meets: 5:00PM - 6:50PM, Rm. 4214-03
Speaker: Carlos Moreno (Baruch College & The CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Selberg Trace Formula: the Adelic Version for SL (2)"

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1ST

Model Peano Arithmetics Seminar
website: http://nylogic.org/MOPA
Meets: 6:30PM - 8:00PM, Rm. 4214.03
Speaker: TBA
Title: TBA

THURSDAY, MAY 2ND

Impromptu Seminar in Arithmetic Geometry
Meets: 11:00AM - 1:00PM, Rm. 4214.03
Speakers & topics will vary each week

Geometric Invariant Theory Study Group
website: http://bvans.net/ws
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 5212
Speaker: TBA
Title: TBA

Non-Linear Analysis Seminar & Study Group
website: http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/~mlucia/GCactivities.html
Meets: 2:00PM - 4:00PM, Rm. 5417
Speaker: TBA
Title: TBA

Computer Science Colloquium
website: http://cslogic.info/colloquium/
Meets: 4:15PM - 5:30PM, Rm. 9204/9205
Speaker: TBA
Title: TBA
Followed by a wine and cheese reception in Rm. 4102 (Science Center), or the Math Lounge (Rm.4214).

FRIDAY, MAY 3RD

CUNY Logic Workshop
website: [http://nylogic.org/workshop](http://nylogic.org/workshop)  
Meets: 8:00AM, Rm. 6417 (please note special time)  
Speaker: Henry Towsner (Univ. of Pennsylvania)  
Title: TBA

**Set Theory Seminar**  
Meets: 10:00AM - 11:45AM, Rm. 6417  
Speaker: Victoria Gitman (New York City College)  
Title: "Ramsey cardinals, II"

**Kolchin Seminar in Differential Algebra**  
website: [http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~ksda/gradcenter.html](http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~ksda/gradcenter.html)  
Meets: 10:15AM - 11:45AM, Rm. 5382  
Speaker: James Freitag (Univ. of California at Berkeley)  
Title: TBA

**New York Applied Algebra Colloquium**  
website: [https://sites.google.com/site/nyalg2/](https://sites.google.com/site/nyalg2/)  
Meets: 10:30AM - 11:30AM, Rm. 3209  
Speaker: Rachel Ollivier (Columbia Univ.)  
Title: TBA

**New York Combinatorics Seminar**  
Meets: 11:30AM - 12:30PM, Rm. 4419  
Speaker: Pooya Davoodi (Polytechnic Institute of New York Univ.)  
Title: TBA

**Model Theory Seminar**  
website: [http://nylogic.org/model-theory](http://nylogic.org/model-theory)  
Meets: 12:30PM - 1:45PM, Rm. 6417  
Speaker: Manuel Alves (CUNY Graduate Center)  
Title: TBA

**Mathematical Aspects of Cryptography Student Seminar**  
website: [https://sites.google.com/site/gccryptostudents/](https://sites.google.com/site/gccryptostudents/)  
Meets: 1:30PM - 2:30PM, Rm. 8405  
Speaker: Ms. Bianca Sosnovski (CUNY Graduate Center)  
Title: TBA

**Complex Analysis & Dynamics Seminar**  
website: [http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~zakeri/seminar.html](http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~zakeri/seminar.html)  
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 5417  
Speaker: Kentaro Ito (Nagoya Univ.)  
Title: "Linear Slices Close to a Maskit Slice"

**CUNY Representation Theory Seminar**  
website: [https://sites.google.com/site/cunyrt/](https://sites.google.com/site/cunyrt/)  
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:00PM, Rm. 3209  
Speaker: Lucas David-Roesler (Lebanon valley College)  
Title: TBA
Kolchin Afternoon Seminar in Differential Algebra  
website: [http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~ksda/gradcenter.htm](http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~ksda/gradcenter.htm)  
Meets: 2:00PM - 5:00PM, Rm. 5382  
Speaker: TBA  
Title: TBA  

Algebra and Cryptography Seminar  
website: [http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~shpil/algcryp.html](http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~shpil/algcryp.html)  
Meets: 2:30PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 8404  
Speaker: Andrei Klimakov (Moscow State Univ.)  
Title: "Homogeneous Almost Primitive Elements of Free Non-Associative Algebras"  

CUNY Statistics Seminar  
website: [http://math.hunter.cuny.edu/sylvan/Seminar.html](http://math.hunter.cuny.edu/sylvan/Seminar.html)  
Speaker: Georg M. Gorg (Google)  
Title: "Mixed LICORS: A Nonparametric Algorithm for Predictive State Reconstruction"  

Collaborative Number Theory Seminar  
website: [http://gqpages.qc.cuny.edu/~msabitova/CNTS.html](http://gqpages.qc.cuny.edu/~msabitova/CNTS.html)  
Meets: 12:15PM - 1:45PM, Rm. 3209  
Speaker: Joseph Hundley (Southern Illinois Univ.)  
Title: TBA  

New York Group Theory Seminar [a.k.a. Magnus Group Theory Seminars]  
Meets: 4:00PM - 5:15PM, Rm. 5417  
Speaker: Eamonn O’Brien (Univ. of Auckland)  
Title: TBA  
Tea: 3:30PM in the Math lounge, Rm. 4214  

MONDAY, MAY 6TH  

Mathematical Physics Seminar  
website: [https://wfs.gc.cuny.edu/AParzygnat/mathphys.html](https://wfs.gc.cuny.edu/AParzygnat/mathphys.html)  
Meets: 6:30PM - 8:00PM, Rm. 4102  
Speaker: TBA  
Title: TBA  

TUESDAY, MAY 7TH  

Cubical Complexes and RAAGs Reading Seminar  
Meets: 1:30PM, Rm. 3209 (Please note special time)  
Speaker: TBA  
Title: TBA  

Computational Logic Seminar  
website: [http://nylogic.org/computational-logic-seminar](http://nylogic.org/computational-logic-seminar)  
Meets: 2:00PM - 4:00PM, Rm. 3309
Speaker: TBA
Title: TBA

**Configuration Spaces and En Algebras Seminar**
Website: [https://sites.google.com/site/jeremykennethmiller/home/configuration-spaces-and-e_n-algebras-seminar](https://sites.google.com/site/jeremykennethmiller/home/configuration-spaces-and-e_n-algebras-seminar)
Meets: 3:30PM - 4:30PM, Rm. 4214 (Math lounge)
Speaker: Mr. Manuel Rivera (CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Both Periodicity"

**CUNY Geometry and Topology Seminar**
website: [http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/behrstock/seminar/](http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/behrstock/seminar/)
Meets: 4:15PM - 6:15PM, Rm. 3212
Speaker: Jane Gilman (Rutgers Univ.)
Title: "Palindromes, Hyperbolic Geometry, and PSL(2,C) Discreteness Sequences"

**CUNY Probability Seminar**
website: [http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/probability/](http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/probability/)
Meets: 4:15PM - 5:30PM, Rm. 5417
Speaker: Nathalie Eisenbaum (Univ. of Paris)
Title: "Characterization of the positively correlated squared Gaussian processes"

**Study Group in Number Theory**
Meets: 5:00PM - 6:50PM, Rm. 4214-03
Speaker: Carlos Moreno (Baruch College & The CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Selberg Trace Formula: the Adelic Version for SL (2) and GL (2), cont'd."

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

**WEDNESDAY, MAY 8TH**

**CUNY Topology Seminar**
website: [http://math.hunter.cuny.edu/~mbenders/seminar.html](http://math.hunter.cuny.edu/~mbenders/seminar.html)
Meets: 5:30PM - 6:30PM, Rm. 4214.03
Speaker: Mr. Joey Hirsh (CUNY Graduate Center)
Title: "Derived Noncommutative Deformation Theory"

**Model Peano Arithmetics Seminar**
website: [http://nylogic.org/MOPA](http://nylogic.org/MOPA)
Meets: 6:30PM - 8:00PM, Rm. 4214.03
Speaker: TBA
Title: TBA

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

**THURSDAY, MAY 9TH**

**Impromptu Seminar in Arithmetic Geometry**
Meets: 11:00AM - 1:00PM, Rm. 4214.03
Speakers & topics will vary each week

**Geometric Invariant Theory Study Group**
website: [http://byans.net/ws](http://byans.net/ws)
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 5212  
Speaker: TBA  
Title: TBA

**Computer Science Colloquium**  
website: [http://cslogic.info/colloquium/](http://cslogic.info/colloquium/)  
Meets: 4:15PM - 5:30PM, Rm. 9204/9205  
Speaker: TBA  
Title: TBA  
Followed by a wine and cheese reception in Rm. 4102 (Science Center), or the Math Lounge (Rm.4214)

**CUNY Probability Seminar**  
website: [http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/probability/](http://www.math.csi.cuny.edu/probability/)  
Meets: 4:15PM - 5:30PM, Rm. 5417 (please note special meeting)  
Speaker: Isaac Meilijson (Tel Aviv Univ.)  
Title: "The Azema Martingale and the Azema-Yor stopping time"

---

**FRIDAY, MAY 10TH**

**Set Theory Seminar**  
Meets: 10:00AM - 11:45AM, Rm. 6417  
Speaker: Joel David Hamkins (College of Staten Island & The CUNY Graduate Center)  
Title: "Algebraicity and Implicit definability in Set Theory"

**Model Theory Seminar**  
website: [http://nylogic.org/model-theory](http://nylogic.org/model-theory)  
Meets: 12:30PM - 1:45PM, Rm. 6417  
Speaker: Mr. Athar Abdul Quader (CUNY Graduate Center)  
Title: TBA

**Complex Analysis & Dynamics Seminar**  
website: [http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~zakeri/seminar.html](http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~zakeri/seminar.html)  
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 5417  
Speaker: Mr. Robert Suzzi Valli (CUNY Graduate Center)  
Title: TBA

**CUNY Logic Workshop**  
website: [http://nylogic.org/workshop](http://nylogic.org/workshop)  
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 6417  
Speaker: Thomas Johnstone (City College, CUNY)  
Title: TBA

**CUNY Representation Theory Seminar**  
website: [https://sites.google.com/site/cunyrt/](https://sites.google.com/site/cunyrt/)  
Meets: 2:00PM - 3:00PM, Rm. 3209  
Speaker: Victor Protsak (SUNY Oswego)  
Title: TBA

**Kolchin Afternoon Seminar in Differential Algebra**
website:  http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~ksda/gradcenter.html
Meets:  2:00PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 5382
Speaker: Li Guo (Rutgers Univ.)
Title:  "On Integro-Differential Algebras"

Algebra and Cryptography Seminar
website:  http://www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~shpil/algcryp.html
Meets:  2:30PM - 3:30PM, Rm. 8404
Speaker: TBA
Title:  TBA

CUNY Statistics Seminar
website:  http://math.hunter.cuny.edu/sylvan/Seminar.html
Meets:  3:00PM - 4:00PM, Rm. 3212
Speaker: TBA
Title:  TBA

Collaborative Number Theory Seminar
website:  http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/~msabitova/CNTS.html
Meets:  12:15PM - 1:45PM, Rm. 3209
Speaker: Mihran Papikian (Pennsylvania State Univ.)
Title:  TBA

New York Group Theory Seminar [a.k.a. Magnus Group Theory Seminars]
website:  http://www.grouptheory.org/
Meets:  4:00PM - 5:15PM, Rm. 5417
Speaker: TBA
Title:  TBA
Tea:  3:30PM in the Math lounge, Rm. 4214

-----------------------------------------------

SPECIAL EVENTS:

THURSDAY, MAY 2ND

"Finite-Time Blow up vs. Global Regularity for Equations of Fluid Motion"

At the CUNY Graduate Center, 9:00AM – 5:00PM, Rm. 4201 Science Center. Coordinator: Jesenko Vukadinovic, speakers: Edriss Titi (Weizmann Institute), Peter Constantin (Princeton), Isabelle Gallagher (Paris-Diderot), Maria Schonbek (UC Santa Cruz), Alexis Vasseur (University of Texas) and Pierre Germain (Courant institute). Schedule is available at https://sites.google.com/site/itsgccuny/applied-mathematics

TUESDAY, MAY 21ST - FRIDAY, MAY 24TH

"Combinatorial and Additive Number Theory (CANT 2013) Conference"

The annual Workshop on Combinatorial and Additive Number Theory (CANT 2013) will take place at the CUNY Graduate Center. The featured speaker will be Tom Sanders of Oxford University, who will deliver a series of lectures entitled "The structure theory of set addition revisited."
You are invited to attend and participate in the conference. If you wish to give a talk, please send me a title and abstract.

This year is the 100th anniversary of birth of Paul Erdos, and lectures related to the work of Erdos are particularly welcome.

Information about the conference, including the list of speakers and conference program, see: http://www.theoryofnumbers.com/

TUESDAY MAY, 28TH - Friday, MAY 31ST

"Geometric and Asymptotic Group Theory With Applications (GAGTA)"

This conference will be held at City College of New York, Tuesday MAY 28TH - Thursday May 30th and Friday May 31, at the Graduate Center Rms. 9204/92059, from 9:00AM – 5:00PM. GAGTA is a series of conferences organized periodically, since 2005, by researchers in Group Theory all over the world, and scientifically supervised by the present steering committee. GAGTA conferences are devoted to the study of a variety of areas in Geometric and Combinatorial Group Theory, including asymptotic and probabilistic methods, as well as algorithmic and computational topics involving groups. In particular, areas of interest include group actions, isoperimetric functions, growth, asymptotic invariants, random walks, algebraic geometry over groups, algorithmic problems and their complexity, generic properties and generic complexity, and applications to non-commutative cryptography.” For more info, see: http://gagta.org/.

TUESDAY, MAY 28TH - FRIDAY, MAY 31ST

"A Conference to Describe the Published Scientific Work of Jim Simons on the Occasion of his 75th Birthday"

will be at CUNY Graduate Center, there will be four mini-courses pertaining to the main aspects of Jim Simons' published research

for more information see: http://tinyurl.com/chernsimons.